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Chapter 5

Rede�ned Architecture

In the previous chapter we have discussed the described level of software

architecture reconstruction. The next level of the SAR method concerns

the improvement of existing software architectures: the rede�ned level.

5.1 Introduction

A described architecture consists of the explicit description of the software

architecture of an existing system. This is for example useful for helping

developers comprehend that system. The improvement of an existing soft-

ware architecture is logically the next subject in our discussion. Improving

an existing software architecture may be of great help in simplifying a sys-

tem's maintenance and its extensions. The realization of improvements

results in a rede�ned architecture which will be discussed in this chap-

ter [KPS+99]. The process of improving a software architecture is called

(software) re-architecting.

Changing a software architecture may a�ect many parts of the software.

Before a change can be introduced, an architect must know exactly which

parts will be a�ected but also the cost of implementing the change. Im-

pact analysis is a technique for calculating the consequences of a change in

advance, without realizing it in the actual source code. An architect can

quietly consider all the pros and cons of a change before he or she decides

to implement it.

Figure 5.1 shows the various activities involved in architecture improve-

ment. A software model containing the ArchiSpects as discussed in e.g.
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Chapter 4 is derived from the source code, documentation and information

obtained from system experts. This software model is subjected to impact

analysis: an architect has an idea (e.g. moving a function to another mod-

ule by means of changing the partof relation) that can be simulated (e.g.

by means of recalculating certain ArchiSpects). This results in a modi-

�ed software model. This new model must be evaluated by the architect,

which may inuence the original idea, resulting in an adapted or new idea.

After some iterations, the re�ned idea may be accepted or discarded. Ac-

cepted ideas must be transformed into a prescription of modi�cation for

the implementation. This prescription can be applied to the source code

and documentation, resulting in a new system. Note that when we extract

information from the modi�ed system, we obtain the same software model

as we had constructed after simulating the accepted idea.

The advantages of this approach are clear. An architect can apply his or

her ideas to a software model and �gure out the consequences without in-

volving many people and without a�ecting the actual system. Note that we

have described a purely architecture-driven analysis, which does not take

into account business, organisation or process-related issues. For example,

the implementation of an improvement may be bene�cial from a software-

engineering point of view, but it may have disastrous consequences for the

product's time-to-market. Besides the impact analysis described above,

considerations of the latter kind must also be taken into account in a com-
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Figure 5.2: Overview of Rede�ned Architecture

mercial setting.

In this chapter we will discuss some ArchiSpects that are helpful in per-

forming impact analysis aimed at improving the software architecture of an

existing system; see Figure 5.2. The following ArchiSpects will be discussed

in an arbitrary order:

� Component Coupling, the quanti�ed dependencies between the soft-

ware parts of a system;

� Cohesion and Coupling, metrics that describes connectivity between

various software parts;

� Aspect Coupling (using the Aspect Assignment InfoPack), quanti�ed

dependencies between various parts, taking into account a certain

aspect.
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5.2 ArchiSpect: Component Coupling

5.2.1 Context

The Component Coupling ArchiSpect belongs to the module view. The

results of the Import (Section 4.6) and PartOf (Section 4.7) InfoPacks are

required. The Component Dependency (Section 4.9) and Using and Used

Interface (Section 4.10) ArchiSpects are closely related.

5.2.2 Description

The Component Coupling ArchiSpect quanti�es dependencies as depicted

in the resulting diagram of the Component Dependency ArchiSpect, e.g. see

Figure 4.11. Quanti�cation is useful for example when we want to remove

a dependency between X and Y . The size of a relation can be of help

in estimating the amount of e�ort that will be involved in removing that

dependency. Assume that components consist of �les that import each

other. Then, the number of import statements is a measure (or weight) of

the intensity of dependency between the components. But, a relation can

be quanti�ed in di�erent ways. We de�ne the following weights:

� size-oriented weight, meaning that the number of relations at the

lower level is reected in the weight of the lifted relation at the higher

level;

� fan-in-oriented weight, meaning that the number of entities (e.g. �les)

used by a component is reected in the weight;

� fan-out-oriented weight, meaning that the relation is quanti�ed by

the number of a component's using entities.

To illustrate this, consider the use relation depicted in Figure 5.3. Compo-

nent CompHigher uses component CompLower because High1 uses Low1,

amongst other relations. According to the above de�nition, we obtain the

following weights:

� size-oriented: 4 (the number of dashed arrows)

� fan-in-oriented: 3 (the number of �les a dashed arrow points to)

� fan-out-oriented: 2 (the number of �les at which one or more dashed

arrows start)

A combination of the three weights helps to re-architect a system. As-

sume we want to remove a dependency between two components. The size-

oriented weight indicates how many import statements must be removed to
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Figure 5.3: Lifting with Multiplicity: 2{3{4{case

achieve this. On the other hand, the fan-out-oriented weight indicates how

many �les of the including component will be a�ected. So, it de�nes the

number of �les that have to be changed to remove the dependency between

the components.

If we want to replace a component, then the component's interface with

other components must be known. The fan-in-oriented weight de�nes the

number of �les that will be used by the including component.

5.2.3 Example

The reconstruction of Component Dependency of two systems has been dis-

cussed in Section 4.9. In this section we present the Component Coupling of

these systems. The resulting diagram of this ArchiSpect, created by Teddy-

PS, contains the same arrows as the diagram of Component Dependency,

but the arrows are of di�erent thicknesses. The thickness of an arrow1 is

a measure of the weight of the relation. For the corresponding relation, a

tuple with a large (small) weight is represented by a thick (thin) arrow.

The cells in the table representation of Component Coupling contain the

three di�erent weights of the various tuples, i.e. the fan-in-oriented, size-

oriented and fan-out-oriented weights.

1We have used a logarithmic function to map the weight onto an arrow width of a few

points.
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Med

The (size-oriented) Component Coupling of Med is presented in Figure 5.4.

The corresponding diagram of Component Dependency is depicted in Fig-

ure 4.11.

A table representation of Med is given in Table 5.1 (with its related Ta-

ble 4.7). Each a�ected cell contains three �gures, i.e. the fan-in-oriented,

size-oriented and fan-out-oriented weights. Note that the table represen-

tation explicitly shows the identity relation (if applicable) in contrast with

the diagram representation. Furthermore, all the variants of quanti�cation
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Figure 5.5: Component Coupling Comm

are presented in a single table.

Comm

TheComponent Dependency of the Comm system is depicted in Figure 4.12.

Figure 5.5 shows the (size-oriented) Component Coupling of this system.

5.2.4 Method

The steps to be executed are similar to those of the Component Dependency

method (described in Section 4.9). The required input consists of2:

2For clarity, we will still use the Files and Comps decomposition levels in the descrip-

tion, but any other pair of levels could be used.
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fan-in

size

fan-out Div Top Est Sens Pres Util Netw UTX Bot Bas

9 34

Div 9 39

2 4

66 11 2 41 18 59 119

Top 151 11 2 52 25 204 719

75 9 2 16 16 52 80

1301 11 39 4 23 117 186

Est 8220 41 75 6 55 1623 9324

1170 34 43 6 29 522 1191

32 117 4 11 124

Sens 144 333 4 52 968

27 98 2 23 105

151 57 119

Pres 611 257 1483

147 96 147

20 193 43 144

Util 75 899 105 1773

41 188 41 188

236 108 149

Netw 1028 901 1957

193 156 193

23 32

UTX 55 197

27 27

2 46 227 147

Bot 4 98 860 1626

4 27 193 193

393

Bas 3725

338

Table 5.1: Component Coupling (fan-in, size, fan-out) of Med
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� importsFiles;Files, a multi-relation that can be constructed by map-

ping the imports relation: dimportsFiles;Filese;

� partof Files;Comps , a part-of relation which may be the result of a com-

position of a chain of partof relations, for example (Med):

partof Files;Comps = partof Packs;Comps � partof Files;Packs

The three variations of weight are calculated as follows (note that we in-

troduce two new lift operator notations "� and "�):

size-oriented:

importsComps;Comps = importsFiles;Files " partof Files;Comps

fan-in-oriented:

importsFIComps;Comps = importsFiles;Files "� partof Files;Comps

= dpartof Files;Compse �

dbimportsFiles;Files � dpartof
�1
Files;Compsece

fan-out-oriented:

importsFOComps;Comps = importsFiles;Files "� partof Files;Comps

= dbdpartof Files;Compse � importsFiles;Filesce �

dpartof �1Files;Compse

explanation

In the �rst de�nition, the importsFiles;Files multi-relation is lifted to
component level. The lift operator for multi-relations takes into ac-
count the number of dependencies at �le level in constructing the
dependency at component level (as de�ned in Section 3.5).

To explain fan-in-oriented and fan-out-oriented lifting, we must con-
sider an alternative formula for the lifting of relations: U " P �

P � U � P�1. This alternative formula also exists for multi-relations:
U " P � dP e � U � dP�1e. Note that we must �rst map the partof

relation (which is always a binary relation) onto a multi-relation. Fur-
thermore, dP�1e � dP e�1.

Figure 5.6 shows the various steps of fan-in-oriented lifting (this �gure
is an alternative to the view presented in Figure 5.3). In the last part
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Figure 5.6: Fan-in-oriented lifting

of the given formula (i.e. the second composition), part of the lift oper-
ation is performed (\lifting in its domain"). This intermediate result
describes a relation from Comps to Files (represented in Figure 5.6
as importsComps;Files). We are interested in the �les imported by a
component; we are not interested in the number of times these �les
are imported. So the intermediate result is normalised, i.e. setting its
weight is set to 1 by mapping it �rst to a normal relation and then
back to a multi-relation. The �rst part of the fan-in-oriented formula
performs the rest of the lift operation (\lifting in its range"). The
number of �le dependencies is thus taken into account in obtaining a
fan-in-oriented weight.

The fan-out-oriented lift is de�ned in a similar manner. We start
with the �rst part of the formula: the intermediate result contains
the normalised multi-relation importsFiles;Comps. The last step is to
lift the domain of this intermediate result to the component level, to
obtain the relation importsFOComps;Comps with a fan-out-oriented
weight.

5.2.5 Discussion

We have discussed an ArchiSpect which is useful in the context of re-

architecting. This ArchiSpect should be part of the software model (as

depicted in Figure 5.1).
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Undesired component dependencies are intuitively considered less harmful

when they have a small weight and more harmful when they have a large

weight. An architect may use this information to detect weak spots and to

analyse these spots. A large size-oriented weight between two components

and a small fan-in-oriented weight may indicate that a �le is located in the

wrong component. To check whether this is true for the system at hand we

will modify the partof relation (idea) and will recalculate the Component

Coupling ArchiSpect (simulate).

There exists a relation between the various weights described above. Let's

call the three kinds of weights (size-oriented, fan-in-oriented and fan-out-

oriented) s, � and fo, respectively. We will explain that the following

inequation holds: max (� ; fo) � s � � � fo. Consider all the tuples in the

importsFiles;Files relation that are responsible for the dependency between

two components. The number of tuples in this restricted imports relation

(let's call it imp) corresponds to the size-oriented weight s. The size of the

range of the imp relation describes the fan-in-oriented weight � . The size

of the domain of imp describes the fan-out-oriented weight fo. The largest

possible imp relation consists of the cartesian product of the domain and

the range, which has a size of � � fo. The smallest possible imp relation

contains at least the set of tuples that span the domain (which is sized

�) and the range (which is sized fo). Therefore, the imp relation has a

minimum size being the maximum of � and fo.

5.3 ArchiSpect: Cohesion and Coupling

5.3.1 Context

The Cohesion and Coupling ArchiSpect belongs to the module view. It re-

quires the results of the Import (Section 4.6) and PartOf (Section 4.7) In-

foPacks. It is related to the Component Coupling ArchiSpect (Section 5.2).

5.3.2 Description

The complexity of a system highly a�ects the system's comprehensibil-

ity, maintainability and testability. Cohesion and coupling play important

roles in expressing complexity. Topics relating to module cohesion and

module coupling were discussed by Yourdon and Constantine in the seven-

ties [YC79, SMC74]. These measures have also been used to develop tools
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that automatically cluster parts of software, e.g. [MMR+98].

A system's cohesion describes the connectivity of entities within the part

comprising them. It is de�ned as the ratio of the number of actual depen-

dencies between these entities and the number of all possible dependencies

(this agrees with the de�nition of intra-connectivity given in [MMR+98]).

Coupling describes the connectivity between two di�erent entities in terms

of their comprising parts (in [MMR+98] this is called inter-connectivity).

It is de�ned as the ratio between the number of actual dependencies of

these entities and the number of all possible dependencies. A general rule

of thumb (and not more than that) for achieving, amongst other things, a

high degree of comprehensibility, is that a system should minimize coupling

in favour of maximising cohesion.

Consider the system depicted on the left side of Figure 5.7. The components

CompLeft , CompRight and CompLow contain some �les that import each

other (dotted arrows). The components CompLeft and CompRight import

each other (solid arrow) by means of �le Y . By moving this �le Y from

CompRight to CompLeft , we obtain the situation depicted on the right

side of this �gure. As we can see in the diagram, the degree of coupling

between the components has decreased and the degree of cohesion between

the �les vof CompLeft has increased. Without having any knowledge of the

system's semantics we may conclude that the structure has been improved

and that the new system is easier to understand. We must note that a good

software architecture cannot be created simply by optimizing the cohesion

and coupling quality measures; many other aspects also play a role (e.g.

decomposing a system into parts that semantically belong together).

5.3.3 Example

Comm

The Cohesion and Coupling of Comm at subsystem level are presented in

Table 5.2 (� means that there is no cohesion/coupling). In this example

we have chosen �les as the constituents of a subsystem (we can take other

entity levels, too, e.g. modules). We conclude that for all subsystems the

degree of cohesion is low. Files are small units with respect to subsystems

and therefore we may expect a low degree of cohesion. We may even state

that a high degree of cohesion would be suspect in the case of this system.

For the same reason the coupling �gures are also low. This discussion shows

that a proper understanding of the system is required to be able to draw
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CompLeft CompRight
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Original Situation Final Situation

 CompLow

CompLeft CompRight

Y

 CompLow

Figure 5.7: Re-clustering

Coupling

Man LQry SQry Qry Cil Cnl Con Std Com

Man - - - 0.058 0.205 - 10.0 36.9

LQry - - - 0.045 - - - 147.6

SQry - - - - 0.509 - - 138.0

Qry - - - - - - - 145.2

Cil 0.058 0.045 - - 0.087 - 3.28 13.5

Cnl 0.205 - 0.509 - 0.087 0.082 9.8 26.5

Con - - - - - 0.082 - 42.2

Std 10.0 - - - 3.28 9.80 - 118.7

Com 36.9 147.6 138.0 145.2 13.5 26.5 42.2 118.7

Coh 30.7 2.04 2.15 8.90 5.06 11.6 29.4 66.4 0.000

Table 5.2: Cohesion and Coupling (�10�3) of Components of Comm

proper conclusions from metrics.

5.3.4 Method

In this section we will discuss the calculation of Cohesion and Coupling,

given the imports and partof relations. For clarity in the discussion we will

use only two decomposition levels, namely Files and Components.

The Dominating Ratio (DR) between two components X and Y relates

the actual �le imports to all possible �le imports between these two com-

ponents. For example, in Figure 5.8, component X imports �le y1 twice,
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Figure 5.8: Dominating

indicated by the solid arrows. The dashed and solid arrows (6 in total)

indicate all the possible imports between the �les of component X and

those of component Y . Therefore, in this example, the dominating ratio is

DRX;Y = 2

6
= 0:333.

We de�ne the Dominating Ratio of component X with respect to compo-

nent Y , denoted as DRX ;Y , as follows:

Files = dom(partof Files;Comps)

importsComps;Comps = dimportsFiles;Filese " partof Files;Comps

impAllComps;Comps = dFiles � Filese " partof Files;Comps

DRX ;Y =
kimportsComps;Comps �dom fXg �ran fY gk

kimpAllComps;Comps �dom fXg �ran fY gk

explanation

The size-oriented weight of the multi-relation importsComps;Comps
refers to the number of �le import statements in the code. The multi-
relation impAll describes all the possible imports between compo-
nents. The imports multi-relation is restricted in its domain with X
and it is restricted in its range with Y , resulting in a multi-relation
fhX;Y;wig. The weight w refers to the number of �le imports be-
tween components X and Y . The size of this singleton multi-relation
is equal to w. Analogously, the number of possible imports is cal-
culated by starting with the multi-relation impAll . We obtain the
dominating ratio DRX ;Y by dividing both sizes of doubly restricted
relations.
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Figure 5.9: Cohesion

cohesion

The cohesion of a component indicates the degree of connectivity between

its comprising �les. One way of interpreting connectivity is to look at the

imports relation. Cohesion is de�ned as follows:

CohesionX =
kimportsComps;Comps �car fXgk

kimpAllComps;Comps �car fXgk

=
kimportsComps;Comps �dom fXg �ran fXgk

kimpAllComps;Comps �dom fXg �ran fXgk

= DRX;X

explanation

The numerator de�nes the number of imports between �les within
component X (solid arrows in Figure 5.9). In fact, the restriction re-
sults in a singleton relation fhX;X;wig, where w indicates the number
of actually imported �les. The denominator contains the number of
possible imports inside X , as we have seen above (solid and dashed
arrows in Figure 5.9). This corresponds to the dominating ratio of X
with respect to X .

The cohesion of component X, as illustrated in Figure 5.9, is 4

6
= 0:667.

coupling

Coupling is a measure of the degree of connectivity between two compo-

nents. Given the imports relation as a connectivity artefact we de�ne cou-

pling as:
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impX;Y = importsComps;Comps �dom fXg �ran fY g

impY;X = importsComps;Comps �dom fY g �ran fXg

impAllX;Y = impAllComps;Comps �dom fXg �ran fY g

impAllY;X = impAllComps;Comps �dom fY g �ran fXg

CouplingX ;Y =
kimpX;Y [ impY;Xk

kimpAllX;Y [ impAllY;Xk

=
kimpX;Yk+ kimpY;Xk

kimpAllX;Yk+ kimpAllY;Xk

=
kimpX;Yk+ kimpY;Xk

2� kimpAllX;Yk

=
1

2
� (

kimpX;Yk

kimpAllX;Yk
+

kimpY;Xk

kimpAllY;Xk
)

=
DRX ;Y +DRY ;X

2

explanation

The numerator of CouplingX ;Y counts the number of �le import state-
ments of component X importing �les from component Y and vice
versa (solid arrows in Figure 5.10). As in the cohesion de�nition, the
denominator contains the number of all possible imports (solid and
dashed arrows in Figure 5.10). The ratio is a measure of the degree of
coupling, which can be rewritten in terms of dominating ratios. Be-
cause X 6= Y , and therefore impX;Y\ impY;X = ;, we can rewrite the
numerator by adding the sizes of the two multi-relations. Analogously,
the denominator can be written as the sum of two multi-relations.
Furthermore, these latter two multi-relations are both of the same size
(due to the construction of impAll it holds that: impAll � impAll�1).

We note that the degree of coupling between X and Y is equal to
the degree of coupling between Y and X (due to the associative +
operator).

The degree of coupling between components X and Y , illustrated in Fig-

ure 5.10, is 1

2
� (2

6
+ 3

6
) = 0:417.
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Figure 5.10: Coupling

5.3.5 Discussion

Given a set of entities and relations between them (e.g. the imports relation

between Files), one can cluster these entities by applying the heuristic

\maximise cohesion and minimise coupling". Note that it makes no sense

to increase cohesion simply by arti�cally creating extra relations between

entities within a cluster. Therefore we should consider the above heuristic

more carefully. By creating various clusters one in fact divides the set of

existing tuples of the relation, e.g. imports , into two parts: a set of tuples

that do not cross a cluster's border and a set of tuples that do cross a

cluster's border. So it is better to de�ne the heuristic as: \maximise the

number of tuples in the cohesion part and minimise it in the coupling part".

Clustering of software parts at di�erent levels in the decomposition hier-

archy is a task which can indeed not be performed automatically [Wig97,

MMR+98]. Cohesion and coupling metrics can help an architect to make

the right decisions about clustering (a tool for software reclustering, based

upon these metrics, has been implemented by Brook [Bro99]). Note that

clustering can never be driven by optimising the value of two metrics. Many

factors play a role in the clustering process, but only a few can be expressed

in metrics.
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5.4 InfoPack: Aspect Assignment

5.4.1 Context

The Aspect Assignment InfoPack belongs to the code view. We may need

the results of the PartOf InfoPack (Section 4.7). The results are used by

Aspect Coupling (Section 5.5).

5.4.2 Description

The notion of aspects has already been discussed in Section 1.5.3. Aspects

are a design concept, but they should also be reected in the implementa-

tion in some way. This can be realized in various ways. For example, a �le

addresses only a single aspect of the system: the aspect to which the �le

belongs can be encoded in the �le name.

The main result of this InfoPack consists of the addressesFiles;Asps relation

and the Aspects set.

5.4.3 Example

The Tele system explicitly engineers the notion of aspects during system

development in all its phases (i.e. in the forward-architecting process). A

�le, having an aspect-related name, addresses exactly one aspect.

We will illustrate this with an example of a system that did not initially

consider aspects.

Med

During our re-architecting activities we introduced aspects into the Med

system. Although it was not possible to apply it precisely in its full mean-

ing, it helped us to construct a new view on the system. We were able to

identify the following aspects:

� Clinical : all the software that is sent to a hospital along with the

medical system;

� Test : the software needed to test the system during its development;

� Development : the software that comprises all the dedicated tools that

are required to develop the system (e.g. for code generation).
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We re�ne the �rst aspect into:

� Operational : software activated by an operator in the hospital;

� Research: software prepared for academic hospitals for clinical re-

search purposes;

� Diagnostic: software relating to all the service operations performed

by a service mechanic;

� Installation: software required only to install the system at a (new)

site.

So the Aspects set and the ClinicalAspects subset are de�ned as follows:

Aspects = fOperational ;Research ;Diagnostic;

Installation ;Test ;Developmentg

ClinicalAspects = fOperational ;Research ;Diagnostic; Installationg

5.4.4 Method

The �rst step is to determine the various aspects of the system. This

task is easy when aspects have been used already during architecture de-

sign. If not, we will have to discuss the notion of aspects with architects

and designers. The second step consists of identifying these aspects in the

software. Although the notion of aspects may not have been explicitly

identi�ed so far, it may be possible to determine aspects in code. For ex-

ample, an aspect like Logging may express itself in the naming of functions

(WriteLogMessage) and/or the naming of �les (LogUtilities). Given

such naming conventions, one can assign an aspect to most of the functions

(or �les). Because of the heuristic nature of extraction, the results of this

extraction should be carefully checked. The functions (or �les) that cannot

be assigned to an aspect in this way must be assigned by hand.

With the Med system, we used the names of the packages to assign aspects.

So we were able to extract the addressesPacks;Asps relation by analysing the

package name. We can lower this relation to the Files decomposition level:

addressesFiles;Asps = addressesPacks;Asps # partof Files;Packs
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5.4.5 Discussion

This InfoPack may be hard to construct in the case of systems in which

aspects are not handled explicitly. To reconstruct Aspect Assignment , one

should take the decomposition level that �ts such an assignment best. The

partof relation can be used to bring the assignment to any requested level.

For example, if it is possible to reconstruct aspect assignment at Func-

tions level (addressesFuncs;Asps), one can bring it to a Files level (using

composition). In that case, the resulting addressesFiles;Asps relation is not

necessarily functional.

If aspects appear only at statement level, it is practically impossible to

obtain a useful addresses relation. Sometimes the notion of aspects must

be relaxed somewhat to realize aspect assignment. Although this particular

result does not comply precisely with the de�nition of aspects, it may be

helpful in re-architecting a system.

5.5 ArchiSpect: Aspect Coupling

5.5.1 Context

The Aspect Coupling ArchiSpect belongs to the module view. The results

of the Import (Section 4.6), PartOf (Section 4.7) and Aspect Assignment

(Section 5.4) InfoPacks are required as input. This ArchiSpect is related

to the Component Coupling ArchiSpect (Section 5.2).

5.5.2 Description

Consider a programmer who is working on message logging. He is not

interested in all the code, but only in the parts concerning statements

about logging. If we can o�er the programmer a reduced logging view on

the system, it will be easier for him to perform his logging task.

Aspects structure a system in addition to e.g. functional structuring. Both

structuring means are more or less orthogonal, which helps to create two

completely di�erent views on the system. Aspect structuring plays the

most important role during certain development activities, e.g. when deal-

ing with message logging while functional structuring is important e.g. when

adding a new feature to a system (e.g. Follow Me into a telecommunication

switching system).
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Design decisions relating to aspects should also be reected in source code.

For example, an aspect can be reected as a set of �les, which means that

a single �le belongs to exactly one aspect.

A structuring mechanism is e�ective only when properly applied. This

will be apparent from e.g. low degree of connectivity between the parts

that result from structuring. A rule of thumb for aspect connectivity is:

an aspect A may only use functionality that belongs to aspect A. Other

dependencies between aspects could be de�ned by an architect, but, for

clarity, they should be minimal.

5.5.3 Example

Med

The Aspect Coupling of the Test aspect is presented in Figure 5.11 (cre-

ated by the Teddy-PS tool). This diagram is of the same type shown for

Component Coupling. In fact, it is a subset3 of the diagram depicted in

Figure 5.4 on page 104. The dependency between aspects is represented in

Figure 5.12.

5.5.4 Method

We will start with the imports multi-relation at the proper decomposition

level, which corresponds to the decomposition level of the domain of the

addresses relation. For each aspect we construct a diagram or table similar

to the diagram shown for Component Coupling. Assume we want to con-

struct the diagram for an Asp aspect, then we have to restrict the imports

multi-relation for this aspect:

FilesAsp = addressesFiles;Asps :Asp

importsAspFiles;Files = importsFiles;Files �dom FilesAsp

explanation

The FilesAsp set contains all the �les assigned to the Asp aspect. We
reduce the imports relation by looking only at the �les that belong to

3An arrow can occur in the aspect diagram only if it occurs in the component diagram,

with the same or greater weight.
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this set. This means that we have to restrict the imports relation in
its domain using FilesAsp.

The dependencies between aspects yield an alternative abstract view on the

system. Given the imports relation, we can derive the dependency between

the aspects as follows:

dependsAsps;Asps = daddressesFiles;Aspse �

importsFiles;Files �

daddresses�1 Files;Aspse

explanation

If the addresses relation de�nes a partition, we can lift the imports

relation to the level of Aspects . But we may not assume this, so we
must bring both the domain and the range of the imports relation to
the aspect level through composition.

The last step of the method consists of presenting this information. We use

the same presentation techniques as used for Component Dependency, e.g.

by means of the Teddy-PS tool.

5.5.5 Discussion

The proper application of aspects results in a clear division of a system

into slices (each belonging to a single aspect) that make virtually no use

of each other. The Aspect Cohesion and Aspect Coupling metrics can be

de�ned in a similar manner to the description in Section 5.3. The con-

tainment relation is de�ned by the addressesFiles;Asps relation (although it

is not necessarily a partition). Furthermore, the importsFiles;Files relation

represents the dependencies between �les. We de�ne the dominating ratio

(DRA;B) between aspect A and B as follows:

importsAsps;Asps = daddressesFiles;Aspse � importsFiles;Files �

daddresses�1 Files;Aspse

impAllAsps;Asps = daddressesFiles;Aspse � dFiles � Filese �
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daddresses�1 Files;Aspse

DRA;B =
kimportsAsps;Asps �dom fAg �ran fBgk

kimpAllAsps;Asps �dom fAg �ran fBgk

So, as with cohesion and coupling, we de�ne aspect cohesion and aspect

coupling as follows:

CohesionA = DRA;A

CouplingA;B =
DRA;B +DRB ;A

2

5.6 Concluding Remarks

Improving a software architecture often involves a lot of questions and de-

ducing more precise questions from the answers or de�ning improvements.

Relation Partition Algebra o�ers a exible way of asking these questions in

a formal manner; the answers are obtained by executing the RPA formulas.

Impact analysis (see Figure 5.1 on page 100), or what-if analysis, con-

sists of an iterative process of de�ning an idea, simulating it on a software

model and evaluating the results. For example, an idea could be to move

a function from one �le to another. The simulation of this idea consists of

changing the appropriate sets, relations and multi-relations of the software

model (including re-calculating the derived relations to retain a consistent

model). We have also presented a number of quality metrics (cohesion, cou-

pling, aspect cohesion, aspect coupling) that can support the evaluation of

a software model. But the intuition of architects also plays an important

role [Cor89]. An ArchiSpect like Component Coupling helps an architect

shape his or her intuition.

We could use our experience to develop a dedicated tool that supports the

impact analysis process (Computer-Aided Impact Analysis). An idea can

be transformed into actions that must be executed during simulation (i.e.

a script for modifying the software model). The tool could be designed

to keep the software model consistent. To support evaluation, such a tool

should be able to present various metrics and diagrams and tables as results

of various ArchiSpects.
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There exist clustering algorithms that e.g. try to cluster functions into co-

hesive groups that are minimally coupled. In large systems, functionalities

are grouped at various levels, which makes these algorithms hard to apply.

In addition, factors that are hard to measure play a role with respect to

deciding whether to cluster functionalities, e.g. the semantics of functions.

Accepted ideas must be implemented in the actual software. An idea, e.g.

move function f from �le x to �le y, must be translated into a prescription

that can be applied to the source code. Dedicated transformation tools

(often based on compiler technology to a great extent) can automatically

apply simple prescriptions to the source code. The rest must be speci�ed in

terms of change requests and must be performed manually by developers.


